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For an economic system with given technological and resource limitations, individual needs and tastes, a valuation equilibrium with respect to a set of prices is a
state where no consumer can make himself better off without spending more, and no
producer can make a larger profit; a Pareto optimum is a state where no consumer
can be made better off without making another consumer worse off. Theorem 1
gives conditions under which a valuation equilibrium is a Pareto optimum. Theorem 2, in conjunction with the Remark, gives conditions under which a Pareto optimum is a valuation equilibrium. The contents of both theorems (in particular
that of the first one) are old beliefs in economics. Arrow' and Debreu2 have recently treated this question with techniques permitting proofs. A synthesis of their
papers is made here. Their assumptions are weakened in several respects; in particular, their results are extended from finite dimensional to general linear spaces.
This extension yields as a possible immediate application a solution of the problem
of infinite time horizon (see sec. 6). Its main interest, however, may be that by
forcing one to a greater generality it brings out with greater clarity and simplicity
the basic concepts of the analysis and its logical structure. Not a single simplification of the proofs would indeed be brought about by restriction to the finite dimensional case.
As far as possible the mathematical structure of the theory has been dissociated
from the economic interpretation, to be found in brackets.
1. The Economic System.-Let L be a linear space (on the reals R).3 The
economic system can be described as follows:
The ith consumer (i = 1, ..., m) chooses a point xi [his consumption] in a given
subset Xi [his consumption-set] of L. [xi completely describes the quantities of
commodities he actually consumes, to be thought of as positive, and the quantities
of the various types of labor he produces, to be thought of as negative. Xi is determined by constraints of the following types: quantities of commodities consumed
(labor produced) must be nonnegative (nonpositive), and, moreover, they must
enable the individual to survive. ] There is on Xi a complete ordering, denoted by
< [corresponding to the preferences of that consumer].4 x 0 is a saturation point
of Xi, if, for all xi E Xi, one has xi < x,0.
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The jth producer (j = 1,. , n) chooses a point yj [his production] in a given
subset Yj [his production-set] of L. [yj is a complete description of all his outputs,
to be thought of as positive, and his inputs, to be thought of as negative. YJ is
determined by technological limitations. ]
Denote x =
xi, y = yj; they are constrained to satisfy the equality x i
j
y = ¢, where v is a given point of L. [t corresponds to the exogenous resources
available (including all capital existing at the initial date). x - y is the net consumption of all consumers and all producers together. It must clearly equal I. ]5
A (m + n)-tuple [(xi), (yj)], one xi for each i, one yj for each j, is called a state
of the economy. [It is a complete description of the activity of every consumer and
every producer.] A state [(xi), (yj)] is called attainable if xi E Xi for all i, yj e Y
for allj, x-y = P
2. Valuation Equilibrium.-v(z) will denote a (real-valued) linear form on L.6
[It gives the value of the commodity-point z. When L is suitably specialized, this
value can be represented by the inner product p z, where p is the price system.]
A state [(xi°), (y°0)J is a valuation equilibrium with respect to v(z) if:
(2. 1) [(x20), (yj0) ] is attainable.
(2.2) For every i xi e Xi, v(xi) . v(xi°) ' implies ' xi < xi0O. [Best satisfaction of preferences subject to a budget constraint.]
(2.3) For every j ' yj e Yj, implies < v(yj) < V(yjv P) . [Maximization of
profit subject to technological constraints.]
3. Pareto Optimum.-The set X1 X ... X X. of m-tuples (xi), one xi for each
i, is (partially) ordered as follows: (xi') > (xi) if and only if xi' > xi for all i.
A state [(xi°), (yj0) ] is a Pareto optimum if:
(3.1) [(xi), (yj0) ] is attainable.
(3.2) There is no attainable state [(xi), (yj)] for which (xi) > (xi0). [It is impossible to make one consumer better off without making another one worse off.]
4. A Valuation Equilibrium Is a Pareto Optimum.-The following assumptions
will be made:
I. For every i, Xi is convex.
II. For every i, xi' e Xi, xi' e Xi, xi' < xi * implies * xi' < (1 - t) xi' +
i
S
txi' for all t, 0 <t< 1 a.
These two axioms on the convexity of the consumption-sets and the convexity of
preferences have been used by Arrow and Debreu7 in a different context.
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions I and II, every valuation equilibrium [(xi0),
(yj0) ], where no xi° is a saturation point, is a Pareto optimum.
Proof: (4.1) xi e Xi and xi > xij0 implies t v(xi) > v(xi0) .
This is a trivial consequence of definition (2.2).
(4.2). xi e Xi and xi xi0 ' implies av(xi) > v(xi0).>
Since xi0 is not a saturation point, there is xi' e Xi, such that xi' > x°, hence
xi' >t xi. Consider xi(t) = (1 - t) xi + txi'. By assumption II, for all t, 0 < t < 1,
xi(t) > xi, hence x1(t) > xi0, so (by [4.1]) v(xi0) < v(x1(t)) = (1-t) v(xi) + tv(xi').
Let t tend to zero; in the limit v(xi°) . v(xi).
"
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To complete the proof we consider a state [(xi), (yj) ], where xf e Xi for all i, yje Yj
for all j, and show that if (xi) > (xi0), the state is not attainable, i.e., x-yy.
(xi) > (xia) means that for all i, xi > x°, and for some i', xz, > x4,; so by (4.1)
and (4.2) Ev(xi) > Ev(xiO), i.e., v(x) > v(xO). On the other hand, (2.3) implies
v(y) . v(yO), so v(x) -v(y) > v(xO) - v(yO). Since x0 - y - , v(x - y) > v(r),
which rules out x-yy =
5. A Pareto Optimum Is a Valuation Equilibrium.-In this section L is a topological linear space.8 Let xi', xi' be points of Xi; we define I(xi', xi') = { [(1
t)x1' + txg] e xi}. When Xi is convex, I(xi', xi') is a real interval with possibly one
or two end-points excluded. In addition to assumptions I and II, three further assumptions are needed here.
III. For every i, xi, xi', xi" in Xi the sets {t e I(xi', xi) I (1 - t)xi' + txi' > xi}
and { t e I(xi', xi") (1 -t)x' + txst < x are closed in I(xi', xi').
This weak axiom of continuity for preferences has been introduced by Herstein
and Milnor9 in another context. We define Y = jYj (the set of all y = Eyj,
j
j
where yj, e Y1 for all j).
IV. Y is convex. [The assumption that the aggregate production-set is convex
is strictly weaker than the assumption that the individual production-sets Yj are all
convex. ]
V. L is finite dimensional and/or Y has an interior point. [The assumption that
Y has an interior point will be shown in section 6 to be implied by free disposal of
commodities. ]
THEOREM 2. Under assumptions I-V, with every Pareto op-imum [(xi0), (yj0)],
where some xi0 is not a saturation point, is associated a (nontrivial) continuous linear
form v(z) on L such that:
(5.1) For every i xif Xi, xi > xi° ' implies v(xi) > v(xi0) .>
(5.2) For every j yj E Yj ' implies z v(yj) . v(yjo).
Proof: From assumptions I, II, and III follows:
a) xi', xi' in Xi, xi' < x' implies ' for all t, 0 . t < 1, xi' < [(1 - t)xi' +
i
i
txoI] e xi.>
By assumption III, the set {t e I (xe', xi')I (1 - t) xi' + txj' < xi'} is open in
i
I(xi', xi"). Its intersection with the interval ]0, 1 [ (end-points excluded) is open.
We wish to show that this intersection is empty. If it were not, it would contain
two numbers t1 < t2. Take the corresponding points xil,
xi2. Then xi' < xi' <
xi/. By assumption II, xi' < xi" gives xi' <x12.
-

tI

"

'
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I
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xi"

Similarly, Xi2 < xi' gives X12 < xi', a contradiction.
i
i
As an immediate consequence of (a), for all i, the sets Xi() = X e Xi Xi >
xi} and
-$(X)7{OFeXFC~|XtarX{°}
4}j and X() {Xi E Xi1IXi > xiO} are convex.
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Let i' be a value of i for which xi', is not a saturation point, and consider the set
Z

=

Xi'(X!,) + E
xi(xZ

)

Y

-

f Z, this is the definition of a Pareto optimum [(xi0), (y/') ]. Z is convex as it is the
sum of convex sets. If Y = E Yj has an interior point, Z also has one. The
j
Hahn-Banach theorem10 can therefore be applied to Z and I. There is a (nontrivial) continuous linear form v(z) on L such that v(z) . v(r) for all z e Z, i.e., since

xi

-E vio

v

(xi-xio)

j

(Yj-Y10) >

for all xi, E Xi (x?) , xi e Xi(xo?) (for i $ i'), yj e Yj (for all j).
In this statement kXi(xo?) can be replaced by Xi,(xoi,), for every xi, e X rXji,,
xi,, can be exhibited, as in the proof of (4.2), as a limit of points belonging to
Xi,'(x,). Therefore,
b) i. v(xi - xi) + Zi v(yjO - yj) > 0 for all xi e Xi(xi0), yj e Yp.
By making all but one of the xi, yj equal to the corresponding xi°, yf,, one proves
that for the remaining term in (b) v(xj - xij) > 0 for all x e Xi(x°0) (or v(yO - yj). >
o for all yj e Yj) which is precisely the statement of Theorem 2.
(5.2) is identical to (2.3), but (5.1) does not necessarily imply (2.2), and Theorem
2 does not quite correspond to the title of this section. The following Remark, due
to Arrow1' in its essence, tries to fill this gap:
REMARK. Under assumptions I and III, if there is, for every i, an xi' e Xi such
that v(xi') < v(x?), then (5.1) implies (2.2).
Consider an xi e Xi, v(xi) < v(xi0). Let xi(t) = (1 - t) xi + txt'. For all t,
O <t < 1, v(xi(t)) <v(x,0) and thus, by (5.1), x(t) <xi°. The set {t eI (xf, xi')I (1
-t) xi + tx/' < xi°} contains the interval ]0, 1 [; since it is closed in I(xi, xi') (by
assumption III), it contains 0, i.e., xi xi0.
[The condition that there is xi' e Xi such that v(xj') < v(xj) means that the consumer does not have such a low v(x°0) that with any lower value he could not survive. ]
6. The Free Disposal Assumption.-An example will show the economic justification of assumption V when L is not finite dimensional. Suppose that there is an
infinite sequence of commodities [because, for example, economic activity takes
place at an infinite sequence of dates, a case studied by Malinvaud'2 with different
techniques]. The space L will be the set of infinite sequences of real numbers (Zt)
such that Sup I Zh! < + Xo. L is normed byzIk = Sup I ZhI .
The assumption of free disposal for the technology means that if y e Y and
yh' < y, for all h, then y' e Y [if an input-output combination is possible, so is one
where some outputs are smaller or some inputs larger; it is implied that a surplus
can be freely disposed of ]. With this assumption, if Y is not empty, it clearly has
an interior point: select a number p > 0 and a point y e Y; consider y' defined by
yh' = yA- p for all h. The sphere of center y', radius p, is contained in Y.
Other examples of linear spaces in economics are provided by the case where there
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is a finite number 1 of commodities, and time and/or location is a continuous variable. The activity of an economic agent is then described by the 1 rates of flow of
the commodities as functions of time and/or location. The space L is the set of 1tuples of functions of the continuous variable.
In any case, if L is properly chosen, the existence of an interior point for Y will
follow from the free disposal assumption. Then application of Theorem 2 will
give a continuous linear form v(z).
*
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